
New Synergy Canada Warehouse
Synergy WorldWide is pleased to announce that on Friday, December 2, 

Synergy Canada will have its own local warehouse!

As registered products with Health Canada, 

ProArgi-9+ (Mixed Berry and Citrus Berry 

canisters) and Mistica will now be warehoused 

and shipped directly from Synergy’s 

warehouse in Brampton, Ontario! 

To celebrate, all Canadian 

orders placed from now through 

Sunday, December 4, will receive 

one bottle of Mistica – a $35 

value – absolutely free! As a rich 

antioxidant, Mistica is full of essential fatty acids, amino acids, and plant 

sterols that serve as a protection and support to the circulatory and cardiovascular systems. 

Shipping Costs Reduced

It gets better! Shipping on all orders from the Canada 

warehouse will now be 55% less than what you currently 

pay from the United States. Pay $9.00 on all orders placed 

through Customer Service and $7.50 for all orders placed 

on the web! Call Customer Service at (801) 431-7660 or log 

on to Synergy Pulse to place your order today.

Through the dedicated work of its Team Members, Synergy 

Canada has experienced significant growth over the last 

18 months that has paved the way for this significant step. 

Congratulations to each of you who are pioneers in this 

great effort!

Frequently Asked Questions

What is the NEW Promo Canadian Pack and how do I order it?

The NEW Promo Canadian Pack includes 2 canisters of 

ProArgi-9+ and 2 bottles of Mistica for just $130/100CV – a 

$190 value! This is only offered through December 4, so take 

advantage and order your pack today. 

Do I get a free bottle of Mistica on any order I place with 

Customer Service or in Pulse?  

Yes, one free bottle of Mistica is given on ALL orders placed 

with Customer Service or in Pulse, whether you are ordering 

ProArgi-9+ or any other product. This promotion ends on 

December 4, 2011.

I recently placed an order through Customer Service, will that 

order be affected in any way?

Orders placed through Customer Service on or after November 

17, 2011 will be rerouted through the new Canada warehouse. 

Any orders delayed by this transition will also receive one free 

bottle of Mistica.

What products will be available for ordering through the 

Canada warehouse? 

Only ProArgi-9+ canisters (Mixed Berry and Citrus Berry) and 

Mistica are currently registered in Canada and will be available 

for shipping from the Canada warehouse.
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NEW PROMO PACK
For a limited time, a new pack will be 

available that includes 2 ProArgi-9+ 

canisters and 2 Mistica bottles for 

just $130 (a $190 value)! Get fully 

qualified with this 100CV pack!

Place your order today!



Will other Synergy products be available for purchase through 

the Canada warehouse? 

Additional Synergy products are currently in process with 

Canada Health to obtain registration and NPN numbers. 

Once registered, the products will be added to the Canada 

warehouse. Unfortunately, Canada Health does not give us any 

specific time frames for this approval process.

When can we expect the ProArgi-9+ Jumbos to be available? 

Synergy is waiting on Canada Health for their approval on 

the ProArgi-9+ Jumbos. Until they are approved, Synergy is 

offering a special 6-pack price on all registered ProArgi-9+ 

canister flavors, and this will continue until the Jumbo sizes are 

approved through Canada Health. 6-pack price: $235/170CV.

How can I order other Synergy products?  

Other products like e9, Nutri-Mor, D3, Soul, Rush, etc. may be 

ordered by calling Customer Service. These products will ship 

from the United States and normal shipping rates and delivery 

times will apply, just as before.

Can I order ProArgi-9+ Grape, single serves or Jumbo 

containers to be shipped from the USA?  

No, these products are currently being registered with Health 

Canada and cannot be ordered until they are approved and in 

the new Canada warehouse. These products are already in the 

approval process. 

How do I order both ProArgi-9+ and a non-Canada warehouse 

product?  

To accomplish this you will need to place two separate 

orders. A non-Canada warehouse product order must be 

placed through Synergy’s Customer Service department. Your 

Canada warehouse product order can also be ordered through 

Customer Service or online through Synergy Pulse. Each 

order will have its own applicable taxes and shipping as they 

correspond to their point of origin.  

Can I pick up my products from the Canada warehouse?  

Not at this time.  Once this option becomes available, Synergy 

will send out detailed instructions to everyone.

What are the shipping prices from the Canada warehouse for 

larger orders?  

Orders placed from the Canada warehouse will be charged 

$9.00 for every $600USD. A handling charge of $3 will apply 

to each order placed, regardless of dollar amount. All orders 

placed through the web will receive a shipping discount of $1.50 

for every $600USD ordered, plus the $3 handling charge per 

order. Orders are shipped through Purolator, which is owned by 

Canada Post.

Is there a difference in the Canadian ProArgi-9+ formula from 

the USA formula? 

Yes, the big difference is the increased amount of l-arginine 

per serving. The Canada formulation has 6 grams per serving, 

while the US contains 5 grams per serving. Also, the Canada 

formulation now includes 1,000 IUs of vitamin D3 instead of 

2,500 IUs as you see in the US formulation, as mandated by 

Health Canada.  There are 360 grams per canister versus 300 

grams in the USA formula. One “rounded” scoop per serving is 

recommended with the Canada ProArgi-9+ formula.

How long will it take to receive my orders placed from the 

Canada warehouse? 

Orders will generally be received in 1-5 business days after 

being placed, depending on geographical location and weather. 

Can I now retail ProArgi-9+ and Mistica in Canada?

No, the Synergy business is still under the Personal Import 

rules. This is also why the pricing and sales tax is still based on 

USD. The Canada warehouse allows for bulk import of products 

into Canada which results in more efficient and less expensive 

shipping costs.

What are the new Canada warehouse SKUs and details? 

All pricing and CV will be identical to what you’re currently 

paying through the USA. See below for details on products and 

product packs available through Synergy Canada.

Item Code Description      Price  CV
SC74876  ProArgi-9+ Citrus Berry Canister    $69   60
SC74877  ProArgi-9+ Mixed Berry Canister    $69   60
SC76373  ProArgi-9+ Citrus Berry Canister - 2 Pack   $125   100
SC76372  ProArgi-9+ Mixed Berry Canister - 2 Pack   $125   100
SC76374  ProArgi-9+ Canister 2 Pack Variety - 1 CBC & 1 MBC  $125   100
SC76360 ProArgi-9+ Citrus Berry Canister - 3 Pack   $162   120
SC76376  ProArgi-9+ Mixed Berry Canister - 3 Pack   $162   120
SC76361  ProArgi-9+ Citrus Berry Canister - 4 Pack   $200   150
SC76365  ProArgi-9+ Mixed Berry Canister - 4 Pack   $200   150
SC76362  ProArgi-9+ Citrus Berry Canister - 6 Pack   $235   170
SC76366 ProArgi-9+ Mixed Berry Canister - 6 Pack   $235   170
SC76363  ProArgi-9+ Citrus Berry Canister - 12 Pack   $450   300
SC76367  ProArgi-9+ Mixed Berry Canister - 12 Pack   $450   300
SC76370  Canada Combo Pack- 2 Mistica 2 ProArgi-9+ CBC  $130   100
SC76371  Canada Combo Pack- 2 Mistica 2 ProArgi-9+ MBC  $130   100
SC74005 Mistica Single Bottle      $32.50   30
SC76369 Mistica - 2 Bottles      $65   60


